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Description

[0001] This invention relates to the electric generation
of steam for use in domestic irons, steam cleaners, wall-
paper strippers and other hand-held steam generating
appliances.
[0002] Domestic steam irons have been around for a
long time. They comprise a sole plate which is flat and
intended to contact the item to be ironed and which is
normally heated by means of a sheathed electrical re-
sistance heater mounted to or embedded in the upper
side of the sole plate. Traditionally, such irons which are
designed to produce steam in order to improve ironing
have a semi-closed cavity formed on the upper face of
the sole plate and into which water is dripped from an
on-board reservoir to produce steam which is then al-
lowed to escape onto the clothes by means of a series
of apertures formed in the sole plate. These are com-
monly known as vented steam irons. They are relatively
simple and inexpensive to implement which has made
them very popular. However, the steam produced is at
very low pressure (essentially ambient pressure) and
cannot be produced very quickly, making it relatively in-
effective.
[0003] At the other end of the market, are professional
or semi-professional steam ironing systems in which high
pressure steam (e.g. of the order of 3 to 5 bar) is contin-
uously produced in a static base station incorporating a
large water reservoir which can then be fed, on demand,
to the user’s hand-held unit by means of an umbilical
cord. These are commonly known as pressurised steam
generator irons. They deliver a very high performance
but are very expensive and tend to account therefore
only for a very small proportion of the market.
[0004] More recently there have been proposals, some
of which have been commercialised, which seek to bridge
the gap between the two extremes outlined above, al-
though these have tended to carry their own drawbacks.
For example, it has been proposed to provide a boiler in
a base unit, separate from the iron, which is fed by pump-
ing water into it from a reservoir in the base station. The
main disadvantage with these arrangements, commonly
known as instantaneous steam generator irons, is that
there is in fact a significant time lag (of the order of 10
seconds) between the user pressing a button to demand
steam and the steam actually being produced and con-
veyed to the iron. This significantly limits user accept-
ance, even though higher steam flow rates than vented
steam irons can be achieved when the steam is eventu-
ally delivered.
[0005] WO 02/081810 discloses a cordless steaming
device and a stand for holding the device, the stand hav-
ing an electrically heated boiler, when the steaming de-
vice is attached to the stand, steam flows from the boiler
to a water tank on the device.
[0006] It is an aim of the present invention to provide
an improved arrangement for generating steam on de-
mand which can be used in steam irons, but also in other

devices employing steam, such as steam cleaners, wall-
paper strippers, other hand-held steam generating ap-
pliances etc.
[0007] When viewed from a first aspect the invention
provides a steam generating appliance comprising a
base unit and a hand-held mobile unit which can be re-
leasably coupled to the base unit, wherein the base unit
comprises;
a base reservoir for water; and
a pump for pumping water from the base reservoir into
the mobile unit when the mobile unit is coupled to the
base unit;
and wherein the mobile unit comprises:

a boiler, and
an on-board reservoir adapted to store water re-
ceived from the base unit under pressure and to de-
liver the water to the boiler under the control of a
user-operable valve.

[0008] Thus it will be seen by those skilled in the art
that in accordance with the invention steam can be pro-
duced "on demand" in a mobile unit by a user opening
the valve to admit water into the boiler, with very little
time lag because the water is stored on the mobile unit
- i.e. very close to the boiler and is stored under pressure
so will quickly enter the boiler upon the valve being
opened.
[0009] The appliance could be any portable appliance
for generating steam such as a steam iron, steam clean-
er, wallpaper stripper etc. Where the appliance is an iron
it preferably comprises a sole plate heated by an electric
heater which is independent of the boiler.
[0010] The pump could be arranged to be operated
only when needed - e.g. when the water pressure falls
below a threshold level or when the mobile unit is coupled
to the base unit. However in one set of embodiments the
pump is arranged to operate continuously whilst the ap-
pliance is switched on. This ensures that pressure is
maintained for minimising the amount of time either to
refill the on-board reservoir (for a cordless appliance or
one operated in cordless mode) or to deliver water to the
boiler (for an appliance operated in corded mode). Pref-
erably means are provided for diverting pumped water
back to the base reservoir when delivery of water to the
mobile unit is not required to prevent the pump stalling
or drawing excessive current.
[0011] Although the boiler will typically be thermostat-
ically controlled, when the mobile unit is coupled to the
base unit the boiler is preferably arranged such that it is
allowed to reach a higher operating temperature when
there is no water flow (i.e. when the valve is closed) than
when the valve is opened and water is flowing. This
means that the boiler can store additional thermal energy
in its thermal mass, further reducing the time to produce
the first shot of steam after the valve is opened because
the surge of water can then be heated more rapidly and
also maximising the time for which it can operate de-
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coupled from the base when it is not being heated.
[0012] The on-board reservoir could be arranged to
supply water in several different ways. For example, it
might simply be disposed in an upper part of the appli-
ance (with respect to the orientation in which the appli-
ance is normally meant to be used) such that the water
is supplied under hydrostatic force. Another alternative
would be to provide some form of pump, although clearly
this would bring with it the disadvantage of requiring a
source of energy. In a preferred set of embodiments, the
on-board reservoir is pressurised. This could for example
be achieved by means of a compressed air chamber but
preferably the on-board reservoir is elastically charged.
In one set of embodiments, the on-board reservoir is act-
ed upon by a resiliently mounted piston. In another set
of embodiments, the on-board reservoir has one or more
expandable walls. The walls themselves could be elas-
tically expandable and/or could expand into an elastically
compressible surrounding medium. In a set of embodi-
ments, the on-board reservoir comprises a bladder, pref-
erably an elastically expandable bladder, which is ar-
ranged within an appliance to expand into a space within
the appliance. This is particularly beneficial as the blad-
der can expand into an irregularly shaped space thus
making it easier to accommodate within an appliance
without compromising the external design.
[0013] The capacity of the on-board reservoir, i.e. that
provided on the mobile unit can be designed to give a
certain period of use off the base before it must be re-
plenished. Conveniently, this time is related to the time
taken for the boiler and/or the sole plate in the case of
an iron to fall below a certain minimum temperature for
useful operation. Preferably the capacity of the on-board
reservoir is sufficient to provide the water to generate
steam for more than 10 seconds, preferably more than
15 seconds, preferably more than 20 seconds. In some
embodiments enough water is stored for 30 seconds or
more of steam.
[0014] Preferably the boiler comprises a water inlet, an
electric heater, a steam outlet and an evaporation space
bounded by at least one surface in thermal contact with
the heater, wherein the evaporation space is configured
to present an expanding cross-sectional area in a direc-
tion away from the water inlet. This corresponds to an
increasing internal volume in the evaporation space and
a corresponding increase in surface area during the ad-
vancement and a corresponding rise in temperature of
the water and steam. In accordance with such arrange-
ments, the evaporation space can start off relatively small
to give good intimate contact between the water and the
heated surface(s) of the evaporation space to give effi-
cient evaporation of the water, whilst at the same time
allowing the steam so generated to expand into the in-
creasing volume as it flows away from the water inlet e.g.
to an outlet.
[0015] In some embodiments the evaporation space
is very shallow to maximise the surface area over which
the water is spread to enhance the efficiency of steam

generation. In an exemplary set of embodiments, the
height of the evaporation space is narrow enough to pre-
vent drops from forming - e.g. less than 3 mm. In some
embodiments the evaporation space has a constant,
preferably shallow height. In some possible implemen-
tations of the boiler, the evaporation space is formed be-
tween two similarly shaped surfaces in close proximity
to one another. The separation of the surfaces provides
the height of the evaporation space and thus in a set of
preferred embodiments they are separated by a gap of
less than 3 mm.
[0016] Clearly when the height of the evaporation
space is constant, the expanding cross-section is provid-
ed by an increasing width to give the recited increase in
the cross-sectional area of the evaporation space in a
direction away from the water inlet. In some example
embodiments, the evaporation surface is convex, con-
cave or conical. Other substantially two or three dimen-
sional forms such as fans, deltas, hemispheres, parab-
olas, prisms, pyramids and other suitable forms can be
employed to provide the required increasing volume and
surface area. Of course, other, more complex, shapes
could be used to give the same effect, both internally to
enhance surface area and so evaporation efficiency and
externally to minimise the space required for the boiler
in the appliance. Equally however the evaporation space
could simply comprise an open chamber - in other words
it is not essential for it to be narrow.
[0017] The heated surface bounding the evaporation
space (hereinafter referred to as "the evaporation sur-
face") is preferably non-planar. This facilitates maximis-
ing the surface area available in a given volume occupied
by the boiler within the appliance. In a set of preferred
embodiments, the surface area of the evaporation sur-
face (measured prior to the application of any surface
enhancing coating) is more than 1.5 times the maximum
planar projection of the surface (i.e. the footprint), more
preferably greater than 1.75 times, more preferably
greater than twice.
[0018] The evaporation space could be empty until it
is filled with water/steam, although in one set of embod-
iments a lattice or mesh structure is provided. In some
circumstances this can enhance the efficiency of steam
generation by increasing the effective area which is heat-
ed and can also help to reduce the Leidenfrost effect
(whereby small droplets of water surrounded by an insu-
lating layer of steam are formed when water comes into
contact with a very hot surface). In an exemplary set of
embodiments, a woven metal mesh is located within the
evaporation space. The mesh structure could be lightly
compressed against the evaporation surface, e.g. by be-
ing trapped between two confronting surfaces as previ-
ously mentioned so that the extremities of the mesh’s
major surfaces, those created by the alternating under
and over relationship of the mesh’s woven elements, con-
tact the evaporation surface and the confronting surface
in a corresponding alternating arrangement. Filling the
evaporation space with a lattice or mesh can help to re-
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strict the flow of water particles, but allow the freer pas-
sage of steam, so increasing the evaporation efficiency
of the boiler. In one set of embodiments a woven stainless
steel mesh or meshes is employed which is advanta-
geously corrosion resistant. However other configura-
tions can provide a similar advantageous effect, e.g. an
expanded mesh, a perforated material, a fibrous material
etc.
[0019] Additionally, or alternatively, the evaporation
surface could be provided with a texture, structure or
coating to increase its surface area at a microscopic level
and/or to mitigate the Leidenfrost effect. For example the
surface could comprise steps, tessellations or texture
creating a myriad of channels or small structures for in-
creased surface area and turbulence to flow within the
evaporation space.
[0020] Preferably the evaporation surface is hy-
drophilic, at least at its normal operating temperature. In
an exemplary set of embodiments the normal operating
temperature is greater than 180 °C. This might be a nat-
ural characteristic of the material used for the evaporation
surface, it might be achieved or enhanced by a suitable
surface treatment and/or it might be achieved or en-
hanced by a suitable heat resistant coating material.
Where the evaporation surface is made hydrophilic by a
surface treatment or coating the treated or coated surface
should be hydrophilic at a temperature at which the Lei-
denfrost would otherwise occur on the untreated or un-
coated surface.
[0021] In a set of embodiments the evaporation surface
is coated with a coating comprising zeolite particulates.
Preferably said zeolite particles are of a nano and micro
scale. In a set of embodiments the coating comprises
aluminosilicate particles. In an exemplary set of embod-
iments the particles have the CAS number 1318-02-01
or similar. Preferably such a coating comprises a binder
which acts as a carrier medium to facilitate the application
as a thin film between 3 microns to 100 microns in thick-
ness but more preferably between 3 microns and 50 mi-
crons in thickness. The binder is preferably formulated
not to saturate the structure of the zeolite particles and
to facilitate a functional film layer with micro-porous prop-
erties, improving surface wetting and exhibiting minimal
surface tension in contact with water.
[0022] Prior to drying or curing to form the functional
coating, the zeolite particulates are held in suspension
within the binder. Upon hardening to form the functional
coating the zeolite particles are thereafter encapsulated
or partially encapsulated by the binder to create a nano
and or micro scale structured open cell syntactic matrix
where the zeolite particulates act as scaffolds with inter-
linking nano and or micro scale voids creating a partially
open and partially closed cell structure. Prior to the ap-
plication of the functional coating, the internal surfaces
of the boiler may be prepared via surface roughening and
degreasing, where the surface is abraded and a defined
texture results to assist in mechanical bonding of the
functional coating to the prepared surface but also to fur-

ther impart a texture. Such a texture can influence the
heat transfer surface of the functional coating. The pre-
ferred surface roughening method would be high pres-
sure grit blasting or blasting with any other suitable sub-
strate to create the preferred finish however other suita-
ble methods may be employed.
[0023] In a set of embodiments, at least part of the
evaporation space is configured so as to present an in-
terrupted flow path. Advantageously, such a structure
could be provided at least in a portion nearest to an exit
of the evaporation space, i.e. furthest from the water inlet.
Such arrangements have been found to enhance the
evaporation of water which has not been evaporated and
also to physically separate unevaporated droplets of wa-
ter from the steam. The Applicant has found that a similar
effect can be found by throttling or otherwise restricting
the flow of steam.
[0024] The evaporation space may of course have
more than one evaporation surface. This might be the
case as a result of the distribution of the heating element,
the provision of multiple heating elements, or simply by
the close thermal connection between a surface which
is directly heated and another surface.
[0025] In a set of preferred embodiments the boiler is
configured to produce super-heated steam. In some pre-
ferred embodiments the boiler has a temperature of be-
tween 100 and 500 °C, more preferably between 105 and
380 °C. Preferably the internal steam pressure generated
within the boiler should not be greater than that of the
water pressure entering it, else water will be prevented
from entering the device, resulting in a subsequent drop
in steam flow rate and unwanted fluctuation in steam out-
put.
[0026] Steam may simply be allowed to leave the boiler
once it has passed through the evaporation space. How-
ever, in a set of preferred embodiments the boiler com-
prises means for collecting the steam. This allows it, for
example, to be channelled into one or more pipes for
delivering it to the steam outlet(s) of an appliance on
which the boiler is provided. Preferably the means for
collecting steam comprises means for trapping unevap-
orated droplets of water. For example this might be a
protruding outlet tube encouraging steam channelled by
the walls of the chamber to undergo a change of direction
leading to expulsion of entrained droplets.
[0027] In a set of preferred embodiments the boiler is
divided into the evaporation space and a steam collection
space. In a set of embodiments the boiler is divided by
an intermediate member provided in the chamber of the
boiler. Preferably the intermediate member provides one
of the surfaces defining the evaporation space.
[0028] A boiler as set out above may usefully be used
for the continuous generation of steam. However, it is
particularly beneficial for appliances where steam is re-
quired "on demand" since the features described above,
at least in their preferred embodiments, allow the very
rapid production of steam from when water first enters
the water inlet as compared, for example, with a more
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traditional boiler in which a heating element is used to
heat a body of water. An important factor in achieving
this effect is to supply water to the boiler under pressure
and thus a particularly preferred set of embodiments has
a boiler of the kind described above, or indeed one which
only has some of the features set out, which might include
the feature of expanding cross-sectional area, in an ap-
pliance comprising means for supplying pressurised wa-
ter to the water inlet of the boiler. As previously men-
tioned, such an appliance could, for example comprise
an electric iron, a steam cleaner, wallpaper stripper or
any other hand-held steam generating appliance. The
means for pressurising water could be any of those dis-
cussed above or indeed any other. The pressure of the
water supply is preferably greater than 0.5 bar, e.g. more
than 1 bar and might be up to 3 bar or more.
[0029] Where the boiler is to be used to produce steam
"on demand" it is beneficial, in order to minimise the initial
delay between filling it with water and producing steam,
that when it does not contain water, it is allowed to in-
crease in temperature and therefore store thermal energy
which can be used to heat the initial charge of water to
boiling as rapidly as possible. In a set of preferred em-
bodiments, the useable energy which the boiler is adapt-
ed to store, that is the amount of heat energy available
to generate steam, is more than 20 kilojoules, more pref-
erably greater than 35 kilojoules and more preferably
greater than 50 kilojoules.
[0030] In accordance with the invention there is pro-
vided a mobile appliance and a base unit. For many elec-
trical appliances, it is convenient for a mobile unit to have
a cordless electrical connection to a base unit. This might,
for example, be because the mobile unit includes a bat-
tery which only needs periodic recharging when placed
on the base unit, or it could be that, for example in the
case of a kettle or coffee maker, electrical power is only
needed for a short time and the cordless connection al-
lows the appliance to be moved to where it is needed.
[0031] In the case of irons, although there are many
cordless irons available and these have obvious conven-
ience advantages, there is a perception across a signif-
icant part of the market that cordless irons, particularly
cordless steam irons, have a substantially inferior per-
formance as compared to corded versions since by def-
inition heat cannot be supplied while the iron is being
used. The Applicant has recognised that there are ad-
vantages and disadvantages both ways. It has therefore
devised an arrangement which seeks to achieve some
of the advantages of both arrangements. In accordance
with some embodiments of the invention therefore there
is provided an adaptor for supplying electrical power to
a mobile electrical appliance, said adaptor being opera-
ble in a first, corded mode in which it is secured to the
appliance to permit electrical power and water to be sup-
plied while the appliance is being used; or in a second,
cordless mode in which it is secured to a base unit such
that electrical and water connection between the adaptor
and the appliance can be made by placing the appliance

on or against the base unit; and broken by lifting or moving
the appliance away from the base unit.
[0032] Thus it will be seen that in accordance with
these embodiments of the invention, a mobile appliance
may be operated either in a corded or in a cordless mode
depending upon the requirements of the user. For exam-
ple in the context of an electric iron, if a user wished to
carry out a series of light ironing tasks, he or she could
conveniently use the iron in the cordless mode and re-
place it on the adaptor to reheat it and replenish the on-
board reservoir between garments. Alternatively if a
heavy ironing task arose, perhaps requiring a lot of
steam, the user can attach the adaptor to the iron and
enjoy the benefits of the ability to supply power and water
while the iron is actually being used.
[0033] The adaptor could be designed to be placed
directly on a surface when not secured to the appliance,
but in a set of preferred embodiments it is designed to
be secured instead to a base unit.
[0034] The adaptor could be connectable directly to a
suitable power outlet to provide electrical power, but pref-
erably it is connected to the base unit, with the base unit
in turn being connected to the power outlet. Water is sup-
plied to the mobile unit from the reservoir in the base unit.
[0035] Providing a water supply allows operation in a
cordless mode, when the adaptor is not coupled, where-
by the reservoir of water in the mobile unit is used and
replenished when the appliance is replaced on the adap-
tor; or a corded mode whereby water and electricity can
be supplied to permit longer and/or higher performance
use. In some embodiments the means for supplying wa-
ter from the adaptor to the mobile unit comprises valve
means on either side of the connection to prevent leakage
either from the adaptor or from the appliance when the
two are not connected, during the process of connection,
or when connected.
[0036] The mobile unit and base unit need to be de-
signed so that they do not inadvertently disconnect from
one another. If only an electrical connection were being
made, it would be relatively easy to achieve this simply
by means of the weight of the appliance, which would
typically be much greater than the spring force necessary
to maintain a good electrical connection between the
electrical contacts. However, as a water connection is
also provided, particularly where the water supply is at
significant pressure, the weight of the appliance alone
may not be sufficient to ensure that a firm connection is
maintained since as well as the electrical contact spring
force, the force required to hold the respective valves
open and the force exerted by the water pressure will
tend to act to separate the connectors.
[0037] In some embodiments of the invention therefore
the base unit and/or the mobile unit are configured to
prevent unwanted disconnection therebetween. In some
embodiments, such configuration can be provided by
means which secure the mobile unit to the base unit.
Indeed, this could simply be the same means by which
the adaptor can be secured to the mobile unit for use in
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corded mode. However, this is considered to be relatively
inconvenient for a user as it requires positive disconnec-
tion of a clip or other fastening means before the mobile
unit can be lifted or moved from the base station which
negates some of the convenience advantages associat-
ed with a cordless appliance.
[0038] In a set of embodiments therefore the base unit
and mobile unit comprise means for preventing separa-
tion in a direction substantially parallel to the axis of the
connection, but which permit removal of the appliance in
a direction non-parallel to said axis. In such embodiments
the configuration of the base and mobile unit prevent dis-
connection under the force of the pressurised water sup-
ply tending to separate the connectors and/or the contact
force of the electrical connector, whilst still allowing the
user to remove the mobile unit from the base simply pick-
ing it up in an appropriate direction. One possible way of
implementing this would be to provide a recess on the
base unit into which the appliance could be seated by a
tilting or rotating action with the distal wall of the recess,
or indeed any other mechanical arrangement, preventing
movement along the connector axis, i.e. tangential to the
tilting action required to place or remove the mobile unit.
Another example would be a hook or ridge on one of the
mobile unit or the base unit cooperating with a corre-
sponding feature on the other.
[0039] As mentioned above, such arrangements are
particularly beneficial where there is a relatively high
force tending to separate the connectors, e.g. where the
connectors include a pressurised water connector. In an
exemplary set of embodiments the force tending to sep-
arate the connectors is greater than a quarter of the
weight of the mobile unit. In such applications, it is inad-
visable to rely on the weight of the mobile unit alone to
provide the connector closure force since the relatively
significant opposing force can make a secure connection
difficult and can make the connection unstable to being
gently knocked or rocked.
[0040] Since in accordance with the arrangements set
out above it is no longer necessary to rely on the weight
of the mobile unit to provide the closure force on the con-
nectors, the system designer is given greater freedom
as to the orientation on which the appliance rests on the
base unit. Thus, rather than requiring the cordless water
and possibly electrical connectors to be provided on a
face of the mobile unit on which the appliance is adapted
to stand, they could be applied by a different surface. To
give an example in the context of an electric iron, the
cordless connectors might be provided on the back end
of the iron on which the iron is stood when it is being
rested during use, but when placed on the base, the iron
could be placed at an angle nearer to the horizontal or
indeed fully horizontal. Accordingly, in a set of embodi-
ments a cordless base unit is provided having electrical
power and water connections on a surface having an
angle of less than 45° to the vertical.
[0041] Completely independent cordless connectors
for electrical power and water could be provided. How-

ever, this could make it more difficult to mate the mobile
unit with the base unit as it might require simultaneous
alignment between the two separate connectors. In pre-
ferred embodiments, the power and water connections
are provided with a mutual alignment of mating parts,
often referred to in the art as a common coning arrange-
ment. In other words, there is a single guidance alignment
system to control the direction of approach of the appli-
ance to the base unit during engagement or disengage-
ment. In a set of preferred embodiments the connections
are arranged such that after physical contact has been
made between one pair of connectors and they are sub-
sequently brought towards their full alignment axis, phys-
ical contact is made between the other pair of connectors.
Having sequential contact like this is beneficial where
one pair of connectors have a greater tolerance to the
initial angle when contact is first made than the other pair
of connectors. For example the tolerance to initial angle,
often known as the coning angle, tends to be greater for
the electrical connectors than for the water connectors.
[0042] The water and electrical connectors could be
arranged side by side. However in some embodiments
they are arranged one above the other, that is to say one
at a greater height than the other, when the iron or other
mobile unit is on its base unit. This is beneficial as it limits
the degree of alignment which it is necessary for a user
to carry out, given that the base unit gives alignment in
a vertical plane.
[0043] In one set of embodiments, one half of each
connector could be provided in a concave formation on
one of the mobile unit and the base part with the other
halves of the connectors being provided in a correspond-
ing convex formation on the other of the base unit and
the mobile unit.
[0044] In some sets of embodiments of the invention,
a base unit is used to provide a pressurised water supply
to a cordless mobile unit when the latter is placed onto
the base. In some such embodiments, the base water
supply is continuously pressurised since this allows a
pressurised on-board reservoir in the appliance to be re-
charged in accordance with the preferred embodiments.
As alluded to earlier, even in an arrangement where the
base and mobile units are configured to prevent the pres-
sure of the water separating the connectors when the
mobile unit is fully engaged on the base, the presence
of the water pressure and the force required to hold the
respective valves open could nonetheless make it more
difficult for a user to bring the connectors together. These
are both in addition to the force exerted by the spring
contacts in the electrical connector.
[0045] In one set of embodiments, the base unit is pro-
vided with means for reducing the pressure of a pressu-
rised water supply while a user is connecting, and op-
tionally disconnecting, the cordless appliance to/from the
base unit. There are of course many ways in which this
could be done. For example, manual intervention by a
user, e.g. to press a button, could be used. Preferably
however the base unit is arranged to detect when the
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mobile unit is brought into engagement with it.
[0046] There are any manner of ways in which this can
be done using optical, magnetic, capacitance sensors,
etc. but preferably a simple micro-switch is arranged to
be operated as the appliance is brought into engage-
ment. This could be an electrical micro-switch to reduce
the pressure e.g. by reducing the speed of or switching
off a pump, or a direct mechanical arrangement e.g. clos-
ing a valve or throttle to limit or stop water flow.
[0047] As will be appreciated from the foregoing de-
scription, the coupling between the base and mobile unit
could be achieved by attaching a releasable adaptor of
the kind described or simply by placing the mobile unit
onto the base unit in an appropriate manner.
[0048] In accordance with all embodiments of the in-
vention the pressure of the pressurised water either sup-
plied to or stored within the mobile unit, is preferably at
least 0.5 bar preferably at least 1 bar and in some cases
is greater than 3 bar.
[0049] Certain preferred embodiments of the invention
will now be described, by way of example only, with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an iron in accordance
with an embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 2 is a view of an adaptor for supplying electrical
power and water to the iron shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a cut-away view showing the internal com-
ponents of the iron with the adaptor fitted;

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 with some of the
internal components removed for clarity;

Fig. 5 is a view of the internal components making
up the water and steam system;

Fig. 6 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the two
pressure accumulators;

Fig. 7 is an enlarged view of the compact steam gen-
erator module;

Fig. 8 is an exploded view of the steam generator
with the outer cover removed;

Fig. 9 is a sectional view through the steam gener-
ator;

Fig. 10 is another sectional view through the steam
generator;

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of the iron described
with reference to Figs. 1 to 10, operating in a corded
mode, and a base station;

Fig. 12 is a view of the base configured for use of

the iron in a cordless mode;

Fig. 13 is a view of the iron seated on the base;

Figs. 14a-e show schematically various alternative
embodiments of either or both of the pressure accu-
mulators.

[0050] Fig. 1 is an external view of a steam iron 1 which
embodies the invention. In Fig. 1 can be seen the main
body 2, an electrically heated sole plate 4 and a handle
6. A temperature selector knob 8 is provided on the body
2 beneath the handle 6. A further knob 10 is provided on
the front of the handle 6 to allow a user to control the
amount of steam supplied by the iron (alternatively it
could simply allow steam to be switched on or off). At the
rear of the iron is a cordless electrical connector 24 - here
the male part of the Applicant’s P75 cordless electrical
connector set but of course any other suitable connector
could be used - and a water connector 26.
[0051] Fig. 2 shows an adaptor unit 12 for connection
to the rear of the iron for supplying the iron with electrical
power and water. The adaptor comprises an outer body
14. Projecting from one face of the body 14 is the female
part 16 the Applicant’s P75 cordless connector set.
Above the electrical connector 16 is the water connector
18 which comprises a valve 20. An umbilical cord 22 con-
nects the adaptor 12 to a base unit (not shown) and car-
ries inside it separately insulated electrical wires and a
tube for carrying water. These are connected to the elec-
trical connector 16 and the water connector 18 respec-
tively.
[0052] Figs. 3 and 4 show cut-away views of the iron
with the adaptor 12 connected to it. Thus, at the rear of
the iron the electrical connectors 16, 24 are mating as
are the water connectors 18, 26. The water connector
parts 18, 26 are configured so that when they are seal-
ingly connected to one another, pressure is applied to
the valve 20 and to a corresponding valve (not shown)
in the iron-side connector part 26 to allow water to flow.
The valves on each respective water connector 18, 26
prevent the leakage of water when the adaptor 12 is sep-
arated from the iron.
[0053] On the inner face of the iron’s sole plate 4 is an
element block 28 inside which is provided a resistance
heating element for heating the sole plate 4 as is con-
ventional. The sole plate element is connected to the
electrical power inlet 24 by means of a thermostat ar-
rangement 30 which can be seen more clearly in Fig. 4
but which is in good thermal contact with the sole plate
element. The temperature control knob 8 is connected
to the thermostat arrangement 30 in order to switch power
on and off and to set the thermostat to give the desired
temperature range of the sole plate 4. The boiler module
52 is also visible.
[0054] The water and steam system inside the iron will
now be described with reference to Fig. 5 in which the
other parts of the iron have been removed for clarity. A
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short flexible tube 32 connects the water inlet connector
26 to a T-piece connector 34, the stem of which is con-
nected to a pressure accumulator 36, which in use forms
an on-board water reservoir as will be explained in great-
er detail further below. A further short tube 38 joins the
T-piece connector 34 to a second T-piece connector 40
on a second pressure accumulator 42, which in use acts
as a surge water store as will be explained in more detail
further below.
[0055] Fig. 6 shows a sectional view of the two pres-
sure accumulators 36, 42 in more detail. As may be seen
from this Figure, inside each pressure accumulator 36,
42 is a sprung piston 37, 43 respectively. These pistons
37, 43 apply pressure to water which is stored inside the
respective accumulator. The pressure applied is depend-
ent upon the spring force of the corresponding spring. In
this embodiment, the spring force of the piston 43 in the
surge accumulator 42 is greater than that of the piston
37 in the on-board reservoir accumulator 36. This means
that once the surge accumulator 42 has emptied during
the initial period of water supply, it will not be refilled by
the on-board reservoir accumulator 36.
[0056] A longer piece of flexible tubing 44 connects the
T-piece connector 40 on the surge accumulator 42 to a
variable valve 46 which is operated by the user-operable
steam knob 10. Alternatively a simple on-off valve could
be used. Downstream of the valve 46 is a further tube 48
which connects at its other end to the inlet 50 of the boiler
module 52. The boiler module 52 is described below in
greater detail with reference to Figs. 7 to 10. The steam
outlet 54 from the boiler module is connected to a further
tube 56 which conveys the steam exiting the boiler mod-
ule 52 into a plenum in the element block 28 formed on
the upper side of the sole plate 4 (refer to Fig. 3) and out
from there through a plurality of apertures in the sole
plate.
[0057] The novel boiler module 52 will now be de-
scribed in greater detail with reference to Figs. 7 to 10.
Fig. 7 shows the external appearance of the boiler mod-
ule 52. The boiler 52 is largely covered by a heat-resistant
cover 58 which is e.g. made of one or more layers of
mica, but can be made of any suitable substance. In the
lower right hand region (when viewed from Fig. 7) of the
module there can be seen the water inlet 50 and the end
of a sheathed electrical resistance heating element 60.
A projecting metal connector 62 (known in the art as a
cold tail) is provided to enable electrical connection to
the element 60. A similar cold tail 64 is provided at the
other end of the element which is visible on the left hand
side of Fig. 7. A high temperature regulator 66 is provided
against a flange 68 (see Fig. 8) on the lower body member
70 of the boiler.
[0058] The steam outlet 54 is visible in the top, left hand
part of Fig. 7.
[0059] With particular reference now to Fig. 8, it can
be seen that the main section of the boiler is made up of
four main parts: the lower body member 70, a corre-
sponding upper body member 72 and an intermediate

conical member 74 which may all be made of non-ferrous
die-cast metal or other suitable material; and a conical
mesh layer 76, e.g. of stainless steel.
[0060] When assembled, the upper and lower body
members 70, 72 are clamped together by suitable means
and this retains the intermediate conical member 74 and
mesh cone 76 between them. A suitably heat-resistant
seal is provided between the upper and lower body mem-
bers 72, 70, although this has been omitted for clarity.
[0061] It may be seen that inside, the lower body mem-
ber 70 defines a conical chamber 78 which receives the
intermediate conical member 74. The inner wall of this
chamber 78 is formed with a series of concentric annular
steps, the purpose of which will be explained later. The
conical member 74 is spaced from the wall of the cham-
ber 78 by a constant amount across its surface to form
a narrow evaporation space. The evaporation space is
filled by the mesh 76 which is thick enough to touch the
surfaces on both sides of the narrow gap.
[0062] Fig. 9 shows a cross-section through the as-
sembled module 52. This Figure shows that the lower
body member 70 has much thicker walls than the upper
body member 72 since they accommodate an embedded
heating element 60. This is cast into the lower body mem-
ber during manufacture, although is omitted from Fig. 9
so that only the passage 80 it forms is visible. The em-
bedding of the heating element 60 in the wall of the lower
body member 70 can be seen in Fig. 10. The element is
approximately helical so that it wraps around the conical
cavity formed by the lower body member 70. This ensures
an even heat distribution across the lower, tapering wall
of the chamber 78.
[0063] At the lowest point of the steam chamber 78 is
the opening 82 of another passageway through the walls
of the lower body member 70 which fluidly communicates
with the water inlet 50. At the top of the chamber 78 there
is a steam outlet formed by a short section of tube 84
which projects downwardly into the chamber 78 and is
in fluid communication with a narrow passageway 86
through the upper body member 72 and which commu-
nicates with the steam outlet 54.
[0064] As can be seen from Figs. 8, 9 and 10, the in-
termediate conical member 74 comprises a solid lower
portion 88 and has a series of apertures 90 around its
upper portion. The mesh cone has been omitted from
this Figure for clarity. It should be appreciated that neither
the mesh cone nor the intermediate conical member is
essential.
[0065] The internal heat transfer surfaces - that is the
walls of the chamber 78 and the intermediate conical
member 74 - are coated with a functional heat resilient
surface coating that enhances the transfer of heat into
the water. The coating improves the speed of heat ab-
sorbed by the water particularly at operating tempera-
tures above 160°C and below 380°C. The functional coat-
ing could instead be selectively applied just to the interior
of the evaporation space between the lower, tapering
part of the chamber wall 78 and the solid part 88 of the
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intermediate member. The design of the chamber facili-
tates such simple selective application prior to assembly.
The coating can be applied in a single coat. To ensure
its durability it may however be necessary subsequently
to cure it at an elevated temperature. The method of ap-
plication need not be complicated and can be accom-
plished without sophisticated equipment - e.g. via spray,
brush, roller or any other suitable method. However other
methods can be employed such as electrolytic, electro-
static, plasma, thermal spray, vacuum deposition, spin
coated, sol gel process, evaporation and others.
[0066] The functional coating provides a hydrophilic
surface and substantially increases the available heat
transfer surface area of the evaporation space by giving
the coated surfaces thereof a microstructure. A micro-
surface and partially sub-surface structure is imparted
by the coating as it creates a surface matrix and micro-
textured surface. Additionally the coating is thermally
shock resilient, adheres strongly to the internal surfaces
and preferably inhibits corrosion.
[0067] It will be seen that the internal configuration of
the boiler has heat transfer surfaces that are configured
to operate at different scales through use e.g. of the func-
tional coating which operates to improve thermal transfer
efficiencies at dimensions between the nano and micro
scales. The surface to which the coating is applied is
configured to impart a texture to the coating operating
between a micro and macro scales. The stepped surface
structure on the other hand operates to enhance heat
transfer at a macro scale. Therefore the evaporation
space operates as a complex heat transfer surface/ma-
trix with additional complex heat transfer surface/matrix
interactions at the micro and nano scale provided by the
functional coating. The stepped structure can also assist
adhesion of the coating.
[0068] The various internal zones, cavities and open-
ings of the boiler are arranged to create predetermined
varying resistance to the internal flow of water/steam and
also provide for a preferential direction of flow, wherein
generally the zones are configured to provide a sequen-
tial increase in volume corresponding to the temperature
of the fluid and its properties. Hence there are reducing
obstructions and resistance to flow within the chamber
as fluid progresses through it to the exit. The configura-
tion is such that the internal steam pressure generated
within the boiler device is not greater than that of the
water pressure entering the device. This avoids water
being prevented from entering the device, resulting in a
subsequent drop in steam flow rate and unwanted fluc-
tuation in steam output.
[0069] Fig. 11 shows an iron 1 and corresponding base
station 91 which are configured for use in a corded mode.
Most of the volume of the base unit 91 is taken up by an
internal water reservoir which may be filled at an inlet
spout 92. A water outlet pipe extends into the water res-
ervoir and is terminated by a sodium, potassium or hy-
drogen form demineralising filter. The outlet pipe is con-
nected to an electrically operated pump (not shown)

which can pump water from the reservoir along a pipe in
the umbilical cord 22 to the water outlet 18 of the adaptor
12 (see Fig. 2). The arrangement includes a pressure
relief valve which can open into the water reservoir either
above or below the water level. This prevents a danger-
ous build-up in pressure if there should be a blockage in
any part of the system. If the pump is run continuously it
also prevents stalling of the pump which would overheat
it and reduce its reliability. The filter is provided between
the reservoir and the pump but this is not essential. The
recirculation of water inherent in the use of such a valve
is also beneficial in improving filtration of the water.
[0070] On the top of the base unit is a stand for the iron
which comprises a gently inclined and curved base por-
tion 106 and an upstand portion 108 at right angles to
the base portion 106. In use the base portion 106 faces
the sole plate of the iron and the back of the iron rests
against the upstand portion 108. The upstand portion 108
is shaped to allow it snugly to receive the adaptor 12. On
the back of the upstand is a user-operable knob 94 which
can advance or retract a locking pin 96 for locking the
adaptor 12 to the upstand 108 when the iron is being
used in cordless mode as will be explained below with
reference to Fig. 12.
[0071] At the other end of the base unit 91 there is a
rotatable clip 98 having a C-shaped cross section. As will
be explained later with reference to Fig. 13, this receives
the tip of the iron’s sole plate 4. A little way beneath this,
protruding from the base portion 106 is a microswitch
110 which can detect when the iron has been placed on
the stand. Of course any other contact or non-contact
sensor arrangement could be employed instead.
[0072] Although not visible in Fig. 11, an electrical flex
is also provided for connecting the base unit to a mains
power outlet. This provides power for the pump and also
provides the electrical power supply to the adaptor 12
via the umbilical cord 22.
[0073] In Fig. 11 the iron is being used in a corded
configuration. In this configuration, the adaptor 12 is se-
cured to the back of the iron 1 so that water and electricity
can be supplied from the base unit 91 while the iron is
being used.
[0074] In Fig. 12, the adaptor 12 is instead secured to
the upstand portion 108 of the base using the locking pin
96 to allow the iron to be used in a cordless mode. In this
mode, water and electricity are only supplied to the iron
when it is placed on the base unit 91.
[0075] Fig. 13 shows the iron 1 seated on the base.
Here it can be seen that as the tip of the sole plate 4 has
been received in the rotatable clip 98, it causes the clip
to rotate and lock it against axial movement away from
the adaptor 12 secured to the base unit upstand 108 con-
taining the cordless connectors 18, 24. This prevents
separation of the cordless connectors on the iron 1 and
adaptor respectively under the separation force provided
by the water pressure from the pump, the valve pressure
and the electrical contact force. The C-section clip 98
prevents movement of the iron 1 relative to the upstand
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portion 108 in a direction parallel to the plane of the sole
plate 4, i.e. in a direction parallel to the axes of the water
and electrical cordless connectors. This therefore pre-
vents the tendency of these connectors to separate.
However, placement and removal of the iron can be eas-
ily achieved by tilting the iron 1 out of the clip 98 to remove
it and pivoting it into the clip 98 to replace it. Of course,
many other configurations could be used to give this ef-
fect.
[0076] Figs. 14a to e show, schematically, further pos-
sible embodiments of one or both of the pressure accu-
mulators provided in the iron (see Fig. 6 for reference).
Figs. 14a and 14b show a pressure accumulator 116
which has a flexible internal membrane 118 which divides
the internal space in the accumulator between a water
receiving space 120 and a compressible medium 122,
such as an elastomeric material with low compression
set. This means that as water fills the space 120, the
medium 122 is compressed but in turn applies a reac-
tionary pressure to the water to pressurise it.
[0077] Fig. 14c shows a variant of this which illustrates
that the walls of the accumulator 116’ need not be regular
in shape and can therefore be designed to fit into an
irregular space inside an appliance, thereby making max-
imum use of the space available. Figs. 14d and 14e show
a similar arrangement in which a bladder 124 can expand
into the compressible medium 122 as it is filled with water.
The bladder 124 might itself be elastically expandable to
enhance the pressure on the water when it is filled.
[0078] Operation of the iron will now be described with
reference to Figs. 1 to 12.
[0079] Operation in cordless mode will be described
first. With reference to Fig. 12, the adaptor 12 is secured
to the upstand 108 of the base unit by means of the lock-
ing pin 96 (not visible). To commence operation, the iron
1 is placed on the base unit so that the electrical power
and water cordless connectors 16, 18 respectively of the
adaptor engage the corresponding connector parts 24,
26 of the iron. In this embodiment when the iron is placed
on the stand, its presence is sensed by the microswitch
110 which switches on the pump to start pumping water
into the iron. Alternatively the pump can run continuously
(in which case the microswitch could be omitted. The
water is pumped through the water tube in the umbilical
cord 22, through the opened valves of the cordless water
connector 18, 26 and so into the water system inside the
iron. Since the user- operated variable valve 46 should
be closed whilst the iron is on the base, the water pres-
sure developed by the pump fills the on-board reservoir
accumulator 36 and the surge accumulator 42 against
the force exerted by the respective sprung pistons 37,
43. Once the accumulators 36, 42 and various pipes 32,
38, 44 are filled with water, the system is fully pressurised
and the flow of water from the tank 92 in the base stops.
If a pressure relief valve is provided this will then act to
divert the water to recirculate within the reservoir.
[0080] While the iron 1 is on the base 91, electrical
power is supplied via the umbilical cord and cordless con-

nector parts 16, 24 to heat the sole plate element (not
shown). This heating is regulated by the thermostat 30
depending upon the setting of the temperature control
knob 8, as is well known in the art. Independently of the
heating of the sole plate element, electrical power is also
supplied to the sheathed resistance heating element 60
which is embedded in the lower body member 70 of the
boiler. This is controlled by a separate high temperature
regulator 66 which allows the boiler to reach a much high-
er temperature e.g. between 160°C and 380°C.
[0081] Although not shown, one or more indicator lights
or other form of indication might be provided to a user to
indicate that the water system has charged, the sole plate
had reached the set temperature and/or the boiler had
reached its predetermined temperature. The user can
then lift or move the iron away from the cordless base
thereby breaking the electrical and water connections
between them. The valve 20 in the cordless connector
18 on the adaptor 12 which remains on the base unit
prevents the pressurised water in the umbilical cord from
leaking out. A similar valve in the iron-side connector 26
prevents leakage from the pressurised system in the iron.
Lifting or moving the iron away from the base also causes
the microswitch 110 to open again and thereby switch
off the pump unless it is configured to run continuously.
[0082] The significant thermal mass of the sole plate
4 and its element means that the temperature of the sole
plate 4 remains sufficiently high for effective ironing to
be carried out for a reasonable time. If the user should
require steam during use of the iron, he or she simply
needs to operate the knob 10 to open the valve 46 which
allows water to flow into the boiler 52 as will be described
below.
[0083] When the valve 46 is first opened, there will be
a surge of water under pressure primarily from the surge
accumulator 42. This initial surge of water rapidly fills the
boiler 52 to allow steam to be generated very quickly.
This is enhanced by the high thermal capacity of the boil-
er, particularly the lower body portion 70 which allows a
significant amount of thermal energy to be stored as a
result of the high temperature which the regulator 66 al-
lows it to reach. As a result of this surge, the boiler is
filled nearly to its capacity and this, with the high initial
temperature of the lower body portion, produces a
’whoosh’ of steam at a greater rate than the steady-state
steam production rate.
[0084] Operation of the boiler module 52 will now be
described in greater detail with reference to Figs. 8 to 10.
Water first enters the boiler by means of the inlet 50. The
water passes through an internal conduit (not shown) in
the lower body portion of the boiler 70. As the water pass-
es through this conduit, it is preheated so that when it
enters the boiling chamber its temperature is raised sig-
nificantly above ambient (but below boiling). The water
enters the conical boiling chamber 78 by means of an
opening 82 at its apex. The water is forced under pres-
sure, provided initially by the surge accumulator 42 and
then by the on-board reservoir accumulator 36. As the
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water is pressurised, it is forced into the narrow gap be-
tween the stepped wall of the chamber 78 and the solid
central portion 88 of the intermediate member 74. This
provides an extremely efficient ratio of surface area to
volume which allows a relatively large quantity of water
to be evaporated into steam from a relatively small boiler
volume. The shape of the evaporation space which is
defined between the conical wall of the chamber 78 and
the corresponding conical member 88 means that the
cross sectional area of the evaporation space increases
in a direction away from the inlet 82 as the water travels
up the cone. This increasing volume allows for expansion
of the steam created during the evaporation process and
so limits the tendency for a build up in pressure to reduce
the inflow rate of water. The very narrow evaporation
space, the stepped form of the chamber wall and the
zeolite coating which is applied to the chamber wall and
the intermediate member 74 together act to mitigate the
Leidenfrost effect such that this effect does not have a
significant impact on the rate of evaporation.
[0085] The steam which is produced escapes from the
evaporation space between the lower part of the chamber
78 and the intermediate member 74 through the series
of apertures 90 formed in the latter. The pressure of this
steam forces it out of the outlet pipe 84 in the top of the
chamber 78. Since the outlet pipe 84 projects slightly into
the chamber 78 this helps to trap any small remaining
droplets of water entrained in the steam so that these fall
onto the central portion 88 of the intermediate member
74 and are evaporated. The steam exiting the steam
chamber 78 is superheated. The steam passes through
the internal conduit 86 to the steam outlet 54 and from
there into the steam pipe 56 to be vented through suitable
apertures in the sole plate (not shown). Clearly, the user
can regulate the rate at which steam is generated by
operating the knob 10 to alter the degree of opening of
the variable valve 46 and thereby alter the flow rate of
water into the boiler 52.
[0086] As mentioned above, the surge accumulator 42
provides an initial surge of water to fill the evaporation
space within the boiler 52 as quickly as possible to enable
steam to be produced very quickly (in a matter of less
than a few seconds) after the user opens the valve 46
by means of the knob 10. Thereafter, water is supplied
by the on-board reservoir accumulator 36. This will con-
tinue to supply water under pressure until the on-board
reservoir is no longer elastically charged. In one example,
the capacity of this on-board reservoir 36 is designed to
give steam at maximum rate (i.e. with the valve 46 fully
open) for approximately 30 seconds. Of course, the ther-
mal energy which can be stored in the boiler is also a
relevant factor as this must be sufficient to evaporate all
of the water stored in the accumulators 36, 42. Since the
spring force of the piston 43 in the surge accumulator 42
is higher than the spring force of the corresponding piston
37 in the on-board reservoir accumulator 36, once the
surge accumulator 42 has been emptied, it will not be
refilled by the on-board reservoir accumulator 36.

[0087] Once the user has used up all the steam or the
sole plate temperature has dropped too far, the iron may
simply be replaced on the base unit 91 in order to replen-
ish the accumulators 36, 42 and reheat the sole plate
element and the boiler element 60 to permit the next cycle
of use.
[0088] Cordless use is clearly convenient, particularly
where a relatively light ironing task is being completed
or where there is a relatively lower requirement for steam.
However, in some circumstances it is more convenient
for a user to be able to continue ironing, and in particular
using steam, without having continually to replace the
iron on the stand. In order to meet this objective, the
adaptor 12 may simply be released from the upstand 108
of the base unit using the locking pin release knob 94
and instead clipped to the back of the iron as is shown
in Figs. 3, 4 and 11. In this mode, the on-board reservoir
accumulator 36 is not required and it simply remains part-
ly or fully charged. A microswitch in the adaptor (not
shown) causes the pump in the base unit to run contin-
uously so that the system can be maintained at the nec-
essary pressure. The surge accumulator 42 still performs
an important role in providing an additional flow of water
when the valve 46 is opened to minimise the delay in
production of steam. Since there is a continuous electri-
cal and water connection, steam can be produced con-
tinuously should the user so wish. Similarly the sole plate
temperature can be maintained within the range set by
the temperature regulator knob 8.
[0089] Thus it will be seen by those skilled in the art
that the embodiment of the invention described above
provides an extremely effective and versatile steam iron
which offers the performance of a high steam pressure
but which can be produced at a significantly lower cost
than traditional pressurised steam generator ironing sys-
tems. Moreover, the flexibility to change between corded
and cordless mode depending upon the task at hand is
particularly advantageous.
[0090] Whilst the invention has been described in
terms of a steam iron embodiment, many aspects and
features of the invention might be applied to many differ-
ent types of appliances, especially other appliances
which generate steam such as steam cleaners, wallpaper
strippers and other hand-held steam generating appli-
ances. Features mentioned in connection with the em-
bodiment described in detail above or indeed with any
other embodiments mentioned herein may be applied
equally to any other embodiment and to the applicant
specifically envisages such combinations of features.
Any feature of the invention should therefore be consid-
ered as independently applicable and not limited in its
application to this specific embodiment in which it is men-
tioned, except where otherwise indicated.

Claims

1. A steam generating appliance comprising a base unit
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(91) and a hand-held mobile unit (1) which can be
releasably coupled to the base unit (91), wherein the
base unit (91) comprises:

a base reservoir for water; and
a pump for pumping water from the base reser-
voir into the mobile unit (1) when the mobile unit
(1) is coupled to the base unit (91):
and wherein the mobile unit (1) comprises:
a boiler (52), and
an on-board reservoir (36) adapted to store wa-
ter received from the base unit (91) under pres-
sure and to deliver the water to the boiler (52)
under the control of a user-operable valve (46).

2. An appliance as claimed in claim 1 comprising an
electric iron (1).

3. An appliance as claimed in claim 2 wherein the mo-
bile unit (1) comprises a sole plate (4) heated by an
electric heater (28) which is independent of the boiler
(52).

4. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein said boiler (52) is arranged such that it is
allowed to reach a higher operating temperature
when there is no water flow.

5. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the on-board reservoir (36) is pressurised.

6. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the on-board reservoir (36) is elastically-
charged.

7. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the on-board reservoir (36) is acted upon
by a resiliently mounted piston (37).

8. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the on-board reservoir (36) has one or more
expandable walls (118).

9. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the pump is arranged to operate continu-
ously whilst the appliance is switched on.

10. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the boiler (52) comprises an evaporation
surface (74, 78) provided with a texture, structure or
coating to increase its surface area.

11. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein the boiler (52) comprises an evaporation
surface (74, 78) which is hydrophilic at its normal
operating temperature.

12. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim

wherein the boiler (52) comprises means (84) for col-
lecting steam.

13. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim
wherein base unit (91) and said mobile unit (1) have
mutual cordless connector arrangements (16, 24,
18, 26) for both electrical power and water, wherein
said power and water connections are provided with
a mutual alignment of mating parts.

14. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim hav-
ing mutual cordless connector arrangements (16,
24, 18, 26) for both electrical power and water,
wherein said base unit (91) is provided with means
for reducing the pressure of a pressurised water sup-
ply while a user is connecting the mobile appliance
(1) to the base unit (91).

15. An appliance as claimed in any preceding claim com-
prising an adaptor (12) for supplying electrical power
to the mobile unit (1), said adaptor (12) being oper-
able in a first, corded mode in which it is secured to
the mobile unit (1) to permit electrical power to be
supplied while the mobile unit (1) is being used; or
in a second, cordless mode in which electrical con-
nection between the adaptor (12) and the mobile unit
(1) can be made by placing the mobile unit (1) on or
against the adaptor (12); and broken by lifting or mov-
ing the mobile unit (1) away from the adaptor (12).

Patentansprüche

1. Dampferzeugungsvorrichtung, die eine Basiseinheit
(91) und eine handgeführte mobile Einheit (1), die
lösbar an die Basiseinheit (91) gekoppelt werden
kann, umfasst, wobei die Basiseinheit (91) Folgen-
des umfasst:

ein Basisreservoir für Wasser und
eine Pumpe zum Pumpen von Wasser aus dem
Basisreservoir in die mobile Einheit (1), wenn
die mobile Einheit (1) an die Basiseinheit (91)
gekoppelt ist,
und wobei die mobile Einheit (1) Folgendes um-
fasst:

einen Heizkessel (52) und
ein bordeigenes Reservoir (36), das dafür
eingerichtet ist, von der Basiseinheit (91) er-
haltenes Wasser unter Druck zu speichern
und das Wasser unter der Steuerung eines
vom Benutzer zu bedienenden Ventils (46)
dem Heizkessel (52) zuzuführen.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, die ein elektrisches
Bügeleisen (1) umfasst.
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3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die mobile Ein-
heit (1) eine Sohlenplatte (4) umfasst, die durch eine
elektrische Heizvorrichtung (28) beheizt wird, die un-
abhängig von dem Heizkessel (52) ist.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der Heizkessel (52) derart angeord-
net ist, dass es ermöglicht wird, dass er eine höhere
Betriebstemperatur erreicht, wenn es keinen Was-
serfluss gibt.

5. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei das bordeigene Reservoir (36) unter
Druck gesetzt ist.

6. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei das bordeigene Reservoir (36) elas-
tisch gespannt ist.

7. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei auf das bordeigene Reservoir (36)
durch einen elastisch angebrachten Kolben (37) ein-
gewirkt wird.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei das bordeigene Reservoir (36) eine
oder mehrere ausdehnbare Wände (118) hat.

9. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei die Pumpe dafür angeordnet ist, kon-
tinuierlich zu arbeiten, während die Vorrichtung ein-
geschaltet ist.

10. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der Heizkessel (52) eine Verdamp-
fungsfläche (74, 78) umfasst, die mit einer Textur,
Struktur oder Beschichtung versehen ist, um seine
Oberfläche zu steigern.

11. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der Heizkessel (52) eine Verdamp-
fungsfläche (74, 78) umfasst, die bei seiner norma-
len Betriebstemperatur hydrophil ist.

12. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der Heizkessel (52) Mittel (84) zum
Sammeln von Dampf umfasst.

13. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei die Basiseinheit (91) und die mobile
Einheit (1) wechselseitige drahtlose Verbinderan-
ordnungen (16, 24, 18, 26) sowohl für Elektroenergie
als auch für Wasser haben, wobei die Energie- und
Wasserverbindungen mit einer wechselseitigen
Ausrichtung von passenden Teilen versehen sind.

14. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, die wechselseitige drahtlose Verbinderan-

ordnungen (16, 24, 18, 26) sowohl für Elektroenergie
als auch für Wasser hat, wobei die Basiseinheit (91)
mit Mitteln zum Verringern des Drucks einer unter
Druck gesetzten Wasserzufuhr, während ein Benut-
zer die mobile Vorrichtung (1) mit der Basiseinheit
(91) verbindet, versehen ist.

15. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, die einen Adapter (12) zum Zuführen von
elektrischer Leistung zu der mobilen Einheit (1) um-
fasst, wobei der Adapter (12) betrieben werden kann
in einem ersten, verkabelten Modus, in dem er an
der mobilen Einheit (1) befestigt ist, um zu ermögli-
chen, dass elektrische Leistung zugeführt wird, wäh-
rend die mobile Einheit (1) verwendet wird; oder in
einem zweiten, drahtlosen Modus, in dem die elek-
trische Verbindung zwischen dem Adapter (12) und
der mobilen Einheit (1) durch Anordnen der mobilen
Einheit (1) auf oder an dem Adapter (12) hergestellt
und durch Anheben oder Bewegen der mobilen Ein-
heit (1) weg von dem Adapter (12) unterbrochen wer-
den kann.

Revendications

1. Appareil générateur de vapeur d’eau comprenant
une unité de base (91) et une unité mobile portable
(1) qui peut être couplée de manière libérable à l’uni-
té de base (91), dans lequel l’unité de base (91)
comprend :

un réservoir de base pour de l’eau ; et
une pompe pour pomper de l’eau du réservoir
de base dans l’unité mobile (1) lorsque l’unité
mobile (1) est couplée à l’unité de base (91) ; et
dans lequel l’unité mobile (1) comprend :

un bouilleur (52) et
un réservoir incorporé (36) qui est à même
de stocker de l’eau reçue de l’unité de base
(91) sous pression et de délivrer l’eau au
bouilleur (52) sous le contrôle d’une soupa-
pe (46) actionnable par l’utilisateur.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, comprenant un fer
électrique (1).

3. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’unité
mobile (1) comprend une plaque d’appui (4) chauffée
par un dispositif de chauffage électrique (28) qui est
indépendant du bouilleur (52).

4. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel ledit bouilleur (52) est
aménagé de sorte qu’il puisse atteindre une tempé-
rature de fonctionnement plus élevée lorsqu’il n’y a
pas d’écoulement d’eau.
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5. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le réservoir incorporé (36)
est placé sous pression.

6. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le réservoir incorporé (36)
est soumis à une sollicitation élastique.

7. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le réservoir incorporé (36)
est actionné par un piston (37) monté de manière
élastique.

8. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le réservoir incorporé (36)
présente une ou plusieurs parois extensibles (118).

9. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel la pompe est aménagée
pour fonctionner en continu tandis que l’appareil est
mis en marche.

10. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le bouilleur (52) comprend
une surface d’évaporation (74, 78) pourvue d’une
texture, d’une structure ou d’un revêtement pour
augmenter sa surface spécifique.

11. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le bouilleur (52) comprend
une surface d’évaporation (74, 78) qui est hydrophile
à sa température de fonctionnement normale.

12. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le bouilleur (52) comprend
des moyens (84) pour recueillir de la vapeur d’eau.

13. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel l’unité de base (91) et la-
dite unité mobile (1) ont des aménagements de rac-
cordement mutuels sans fil (12, 24, 18, 26) à la fois
pour l’énergie électrique et pour l’eau, dans lequel
lesdits raccords d’énergie et d’eau sont pourvus de
pièces imbriquées dans l’alignement mutuel.

14. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, ayant des aménagements de raccor-
dement mutuels sans fil (16, 24, 18, 26) à la fois pour
l’énergie électrique et l’eau, dans lequel ladite unité
de base (91) est pourvue de moyens permettant de
réduire la pression d’une alimentation en eau sous
pression, tandis qu’un utilisateur raccorde l’appareil
mobile (1) à l’unité de base (91).

15. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant un adaptateur (12) pour
fournir de l’énergie électrique à l’unité mobile (1),
ledit adaptateur (12) pouvant fonctionner dans un

premier mode câblé, dans lequel il est fixé à l’unité
mobile (1) pour lui permettre d’être alimenté en éner-
gie électrique, tandis que l’unité mobile (1) est en
cours d’utilisation ; ou dans un second mode sans
fil dans lequel une connexion électrique entre l’adap-
tateur (12) et l’unité mobile (1) peut être assurée en
plaçant l’unité mobile (1) sur ou contre l’adaptateur
(12) ; et interrompue par levage ou écartement de
l’unité mobile (1) de l’adaptateur (12).
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